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Autocorrelated Errors

Nonlinear Least Squares

Perhaps the best way to estimate a linear model that is autocorrelated is using nonlinear least squares.
As it turns out, the nonlinear least squares estimator only requires that the errors be stable (not necessarily
stationary). The other methods commonly used make stronger demands on the data, namely that
the errors be covariance stationary. Furthermore, the nonlinear least squares estimator gives you an
unconditional estimate of the autocorrelation parameter, ρ, and yields a simple t-test of the hypothesis
of no serial correlation. Monte Carlo studies show that it performs well in small samples as well. So with
all this going for it, why not use it?

The biggest reason is that nonlinear least squares requires more computational power than linear esti-
mation, though this is not much of a constraint these days. Also, in gretl it requires an extra step on
your part. You have to type in an equation for gretl to estimate. This is the way one works in EViews
and other software by default, so the burden here is relatively low.

Nonlinear least squares (and other nonlinear estimators) use numerical methods rather than analytical
ones to find the minimum of your sum of squared errors objective function. The routines that do this are
iterative. You give the program a good first guess as to the value of the parameters and it evaluates the
sum of squares function at this guess. The program looks at the slope of your sum of squares function
at the guess, points you in a direction that leads closer to smaller values of the objective function, and
computes a step in the parameter space that takes you some distance toward the minimum (further down
the hill). If an improvement in the sum of squared errors function is found, the new parameter values are
used as the basis for another step. Iterations continue until no further significant reduction in the sum
of squared errors function can be found.

In the context of the area response equation the AR(1) model is

inft = β1(1 − ρ) + β2(∆ut − ρ∆ut−1) + ρ inft−1 + vt (1)

The errors, vt, are random and the goal is to find β1, β2, and ρ that minimize
∑
v2t . Ordinary least

squares is a good place to start in this case. The OLS estimates are consistent so we’ll start our numerical
routine there, setting ρ equal to zero. The gretl script to do this follows:

1 open "@gretldir\data\poe\phillips_aus.gdt"

2 diff u

3 ols inf const d_u --quiet

4

5 scalar beta1 = $coeff(const)

6 scalar beta2 = $coeff(d_u)

7 scalar rho = 0

8

9 nls inf = beta1*(1-rho) + rho*inf(-1) + beta2*(d_u-rho*d_u(-1))

10 params rho beta1 beta2

11 end nls

Magically, this yields the same result from your text!

The nls command is initiated with nls followed by the equation representing the systematic portion of
your model. The command is closed by the statement end nls. If possible, it is always a good idea to
supply analytical derivatives for nonlinear maximization. In this case I did not, opting to let gretl take
numerical derivatives. When using numerical derivatives, the params statement is required in order for
gretl to figure out what to take the derivatives with respect to. In the script, I used gretl’s built in
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functions to take differences and lags. Hence, inf(-1) is the variable inf lagged by one period (-1). In
this way you can create lags or leads of various lengths in your gretl programs without explicitly having
to create new variables via the generate or series command. The results of nonlinear least squares
appear below in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Nonlinear least squares results for the AR(1) regression model.

A More General Model

Equation 1 can be expanded and rewritten in the following way:

inft = β1(1 − ρ) + β2∆ut − β2ρ∆ut−1 + ρ inft−1 + vt (2)

inft = δ + δ0∆ut + δ1∆ut−1 + θ inft−1 + vt (3)

Both equations contain the same variables, but Equation (1) contains only 3 parameters while (3) has
4. This means that (1) is nested within (3) and a formal hypothesis test can be performed to determine
whether the implied restriction holds. The restriction is δ1 = −θ1δ0.1 To test this hypothesis using gretl
you can use a variant of the statistic F-statistic discussed in our review. You’ll need the restricted and
unrestricted sum of squared errors from the models. The statistic is

J × F =
(SSEr − SSEu)

SSEu/(N −K)
∼̇χ2

J if H0 : δ1 = −θ1δ0 is true (4)

Since J = 1 this statistic has an approximate χ2
1 distribution and it is equivalent to an F test. Note,

you will get a slightly different answer than the one listed in your text. However, rest assured that the
statistic is asymptotically valid.

For the example, we’ve generated the output:

Chi-square(1): area to the right of 0.112231 = 0.737618

(to the left: 0.262382)

F(1, 85): area to the right of 0.112231 = 0.738443

(to the left: 0.261557)

Because the sample is relatively large the p-values from the F(1,85) and the χ2
1 are very close to one

another. Neither is significant at the 5% level.

The estimated model is:
1δ = β1(1− ρ), δ0 = β2, δ1 = −ρβ2, θ1 = ρ
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OLS, using observations 1987:3–2009:3 (T = 89)
Dependent variable: inf

Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value

const 0.333633 0.0899028 3.7110 0.0004

d u −0.688185 0.249870 −2.7542 0.0072

d u 1 0.319953 0.257504 1.2425 0.2175

inf 1 0.559268 0.0907962 6.1596 0.0000

Mean dependent var 0.783146 S.D. dependent var 0.635902

Sum squared resid 23.16809 S.E. of regression 0.522078

R2 0.348932 Adjusted R2 0.325953

F (3, 85) 15.18488 P-value(F ) 5.37e–08

Log-likelihood −66.39473 Akaike criterion 140.7895

Schwarz criterion 150.7440 Hannan–Quinn 144.8019

ρ̂ −0.149981 Durbin’s h −2.685227

Notice how gretl refers to the parameters–by their variable names. This is possible because the model
is linear and there is no ambiguity. Also, ∆ut−1 is referred to as d u 1. It can get a little confusing, but
d u is the difference and the lag has the usual 1 suffix.

The lagged unemployment rate has a t-ratio of 1.243. It is not significant and it may be worth considering
removing it from the model using the omit d u(-1) statement.

You can also compare nonlinear combinations of parameters from the equations (1) and (3). To do so
you can use gretl to compute the relevant scalars and print them to the screen as shown below in the
script:

1 nls inf = beta1*(1-rho) + rho*inf(-1) + beta2*(d_u-rho*d_u(-1))

2 params rho beta1 beta2

3 end nls

4 scalar delta = $coeff(beta1)*(1-$coeff(rho))

5 scalar delta1 = -$coeff(rho)*$coeff(beta2)

6 printf "\nThe estimated delta is %.3f and the \

7 estimated delta1 is %.3f.\n",delta,delta1

In lines 4 and 5 δ and δ1 are approximated from the NLS estimated AR(1) regression. the result is

The estimated delta is 0.337 and the estimated delta1 is 0.387.

You can see that these values are actually fairly close to the ones estimated in the unrestricted model,
which were 0.334 and 0.320, respectively. Also, β̂2 is similar to δ̂1 and ρ̂ is similar to θ̂. It is no wonder
that the hypothesis restrictions are not rejected statistically. See chapter 9 in Hill et al. (2011) for details.

Finally, you can test the restrictions using equation 4. In the script I’ve used both the chi-square and F
versions. Notice how close the p-values are.

hansl script

1 open "@gretldir\data\poe\phillips_aus.gdt"

2 diff u

3 ols inf const d_u --quiet

4

5 scalar beta1 = $coeff(const)



5

6 scalar beta2 = $coeff(d_u)

7 scalar rho = 0

8

9 nls inf = beta1*(1-rho) + rho*inf(-1) + beta2*(d_u-rho*d_u(-1))

10 params rho beta1 beta2

11 end nls

12 scalar delta = $coeff(beta1)*(1-$coeff(rho))

13 scalar delta1 = -$coeff(rho)*$coeff(beta2)

14 printf "\nThe estimated delta is %.3f and the \

15 estimated delta1 is %.3f.\n",delta,delta1

16 scalar sser = $ess

17

18 ols inf const d_u(0 to -1) inf(-1)

19 scalar sseu = $ess

20 scalar df = $df

21

22 scalar Fval = (sser-sseu)/(sseu/df)

23 pvalue F 1 df Fval

24 pvalue c 1 Fval

25 print Fval
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